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Main points

 Key question: What role does nationalism play in 
the governance of religious diversity in post-

communist Russia? 

 Legacy of the communist policies

 Orthodox Christianity and national identity

 Instrumentalization of religion by the political regime(s)



Russia‘s religions



Population by religious identity

 Orthodox Christians— 74 %;

 Catholics — 1 %;

 Protestants — 1 %;

 Judaists — 1 %;

 Muslims — 7 %

 Atheists — 5 %

 Buddhists — <1 %

 Hinduists — <1 %

 Other — <1 %

 No association — 10 %

Source: Levada-centre. Russians about religion (2013).

https://www.levada.ru/2013/12/24/rossiyane-o-religii/

https://www.levada.ru/2013/12/24/rossiyane-o-religii/


Governance of religion – the legal 
framework

 Formally, a secular state with no state or established 

religion, though Orthodox Christianity is oficially
accorded a special place among the traditional 
religions (including Islam, Buddhism).

 Constituent federal entities have their own 
arrangements, depending on the prevailing religion
(Islam as a point in mind).



The nexus between the political regime
and the Russian Orthodox Church



Securitization of certain religious groups

 Muslim revivalist groups, 
including non-violent 
(Hizb at-Tahrir, Salafis/ 
Wahhabis).

 New religious
movements (Jehovah‘s
Witnesses).



Conclusions

 The state instrumentalizes religion in its domestic and 
foreign politics. However, the attacks on the Orthodox 
Georgia and Ukraine demonstrate that religion plays 
rather a secondary role in practical politics.

 The state seeks to control religion, religious groups, 
and religious nationalism. The expressions of religious 
nationalism are allowed only in the frame of the 
official discourse of the state.
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